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ABSTRACT 

 

Studies on the control of nonlinear systems with metaheuristic algorithms are increasing day by day. It 

is one of the nonlinear systems in the Twin rotor multiple input multiple output (TRMS) system, 

which emerged as a prototype of helicopters. This system has two control angles horizontally and 

vertically. In this study, the yaw and pitch angle control parameters of the TRMS system were found 

using both traditional and butterfly-based particle swarm optimization (BFPSO) method. In 

experimental studies, reference values of main propeller and tail propeller angles were tried to be 

reached in TRMS with fractional order proportional-integral-derivative (FOPID), proportional-

integral-derivative (PID) and tilt-integral-derivative (TID) controllers. 

 

Keywords: TRMS, Pitch Angle, Yaw Angle, BFPSO, PID, FOPID, TID. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The use of metaheuristic algorithms for systems with nonlinear behavior to reach reference values is 

gaining momentum today. In the studies carried out, algorithms that give better results are developed, 

inspired by the behavior changes of animals. These algorithms can be based not only on the behavior 

of animals, but also on biologically based algorithms such as the immune system. Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO), which is one of the most basic types of swarm optimization, has also been 

developed over time and has allowed different types of optimization algorithms [1]. Another 

optimization type created using the PSO algorithm is BFPSO [2, 3]. These optimization types are used 

in many areas such as renewable energy applications and TRMS systems [4]. In addition to swarm-

based optimizations, biological-based algorithms such as genetic algorithms are also used in the 

control of nonlinear systems [5, 6]. The aim of this study is to estimate the controller coefficients for 
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nonlinear systems of traditional controllers and metaheuristic optimization methods. Hybrid 

optimization types have been developed to improve the performance of the two optimization types, 

usually finding solutions using their populations. With the developed hybrid metaheuristic 

optimization types, coefficients can be found for control methods such as PID and FOPID .The 

coefficients obtained can provide a very effective success in the control of non-linear systems such as 

the twin rotor mimo system. Since non-linear systems are very sensitive, the control coefficient search 

range should also be found with precision [7, 8]. 

  

The remainder of the paper is arranged into several sections. Section 2 introduces configuration and 

theoretical analysis of the TRMS and BFPSO method. Experimental results of traditional control 

methods and BFPSO method-based controllers are shown in tables in section 3. Finally, in section 4 

draws the main conclusions of the paper. 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 

2.1. TRMS  

TRMS, which is produced as a prototype of helicopters, reaches the desired reference angle values 

with the speed of the DC motors fixed on the ground and on it, unlike the helicopter. When comparing 

TRMS to helicopter in general terms, TRMS is not capable of flying like a helicopter and does not 

include cyclic control. Also, in TRMS, a fixed beam determines the equilibrium position.  

 

TRMS is a very difficult device to control due to the coupling dynamics that these angles create 

against each other, as well as the pitch and yaw angles [9-11]. The TRMS rotor aerodynamics have an 

angular velocity, which in turn turns the aerodynamic torques. Mechanical-electrical model and 

experimental setup of TRMS is given in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Mechanical-electrical model and experimental setup of TRMS. 

 

The dynamical equations of TRMS are produced based on Newton's second law. The dynamic 

equation in the vertical plane is given in Eq.1. 
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𝑀𝑣 = 𝐽𝑣
𝑑2𝛼𝑣

𝑑𝑡2               (1) 

 
Mv is the sum of the moment components and Jv, is the sum of the moments of inertia about the 

horizontal axis. Moments of the repulsive forces in the horizontal plane as well as in the vertical plane 

can be expressed as in Eq.2.  

 

𝑀ℎ1=𝑙𝑡𝐹ℎ(𝑤𝑡)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑣         (2) 

 
In Figure 2, the blocks in the system structure of TRMS's main path pitch, main path yaw and 

coupling dynamics cross path from pitch and cross path from yaw, which are cross-connection 

dynamics are given [12]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Decoupling Dynamics of TRMS. 

 

The cross-link dynamics shown in Figure 2 cause control difficulties in TRMS, as Pitch and Yaw 

angles affect each other [13-14]. Transfer function of TRMS was given Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. 

 

Gv =  
1.359

s3+0.997s2+4.786s+4.278
                          (3) 

 

Gh =
3.6

s3+6s2+5
               (4) 

 

2.2. Particle Swarm Optimization 

Particle swarm optimization algorithm is one of the oldest and basic algorithms based on swarm 

intelligence. It has been used in many applications since its first appearance in 1995. Particle swarm 

optimization method can be used to solve constrained, nonlinear and multi-objective optimization 

problems [15, 16]. The flowchart of PSO is given in Figure 3. 
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START

Swarm 

initialization

Particle fitness 

evaluating

Calculating the 

individual historical 

optimal position

Uptading particle velocity and 

position according to the velocity 

and position updating equation

END

YES

Calculating the swarm 

historical optimal 

position

Satisfying the 

ending condition?

NO

 

Figure 3. Flowchart of the particle swarm optimization algorithm. 
 
The basic mathematical expressions of particle swarm optimization are given in equations 5 and 6. 

These equations will be rearranged later for butterfly-based particle swarm optimization; 

 

𝑣𝑘+1 = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑐1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝑐2𝑟2(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)         (5) 
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𝑥(𝑘+1) =  𝑥𝑘 + 𝑉𝑘+1          (6) 

 

2.3. Butterfly-Based Particle Swarm Optimization 

In this study, we used butterfly-based particle swarm optimization, which was developed as a hybrid. 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) consists of certain stages. The flow diagram of the BFPSO is 

given in Figure 4 [17-19]. 

 

START

Initialization: Each 

Particle is random 

located

Calculate 

Objective 

Function

Is the lowest current 

objective value lower 

than the personal 

best objective

Assign the personal best 

position value as the current 

position of the particle with 

the lowest objective value

No action 

required

Overwrite the global 

best location as 

personal best location

Update the location of 

each particle by using 

calculated velocities?

END

YES

YES NO

Calculate 

velocity

Is the stopping 

criterion satisfied?
NO

  

Figure 4. Flow Diagram of the BFPSO. 
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PSO phases begin by randomly placing each particle in the swarm. An objective function is then 

calculated for each part, comparing whether the calculated objective value is lower than the particle's 

personal best. If it is not lower and no action is taken, the personal best position value is assigned as 

the current position of the particle with the lowest objective value [20-22]. 

 

After these actions, the personal best position is updated by overwriting the global best position. Next; 

the velocity of each particle is calculated, the position of each particle is updated using the calculated 

velocity. Finally, it is questioned whether the obtained values are sufficient to stop the loop. The 

velocity and motion formulas of particle swarm optimization are given in Eq.5 and Eq.6. 

 

In equations w is the inertia weight, r1 and r2 are two random numbers between (0, 1). c1 and c2 are the 

cognitive and social scaling parameters. However, in order to achieve butterfly-based particle swarm 

optimization, it is necessary to place the equations of butterfly optimization in the cycle of particle 

swarm optimization. The velocity equation of the particle swarm optimization is rewritten according 

to the butterfly optimization. The velocity equation for butterfly-based particle swarm optimization is 

given in Eq.7. 

 
𝑣𝑘+1 = 𝑤 ∗ 𝑣𝑘 + 𝑆𝑘(1 − 𝑃𝑘)𝑐1𝑟1(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) 
          +𝑝𝑘𝑐2𝑟2(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)             (7) 

 

Sk and Pk are sensivity and probability in the velocity equation are given in Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 [2]. 

 

𝑠𝑘 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 − (𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘)/𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥                             (8) 

 

𝑃𝑘 = 𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑘/−(𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑘)                              (9) 

 

We choose parameters of BFPSO are c1=2, c2=2, w=0.8. 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 in equation 8 indicates the 

maximum number of iterations, and 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘 indicates the number of iterations at the time of the loop 

and 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1000 . In equation 9 , FITbest =Fitness of local best solutions, FITgbest = Fitness of 

global best solutions [2]. 

 

2.4. TID (Tilt-Integral-Derivative) Controller 
Introduced as a tilt controller (TID), it provides feedback gain as a function of frequency that is tilted 

or shaped by the gain frequency of a traditional balancing unit. For the tilt compensator, ∝ is a real 

number, usually between 2 and 3. The ∝ value in the TID controller optimizes the Kp value  [17,24]. 

 

The traditional expression of the TID Controller is given in Eq. 10. 

 

𝐶(𝑠) = 𝑇𝑖𝑆−1 + 𝑇𝑡𝑆−1/∝ + 𝑇𝑑𝑆                        (10) 

 

The TID controller retains many of the advantages of the traditional PID controller due to its easy of 

adjustment. Also, the TID controller has three parallel paths with adjustable properties, just like the 
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general block diagram of the PID controller [25]. The general block diagram of the TID controller is 

given in Figure 5. 

Ti

Tt

Td

Plant

1

s

1/s 

s

OutputInput
+

-

+

+

+

 

Figure 5. TID Controller general block diagram. 

 

2.5. Fractional Order Proportional Integral Derivative (FOPID) 

Fractional Proportional Differential Integral controller (FOPID), unlike classical PID controller, 

includes fractional degrees in its mathematical equation. Due to this feature, it provides a more 

effective control of the systems compared to the classical PID controller. Mathematical expression of 

fractional order PID controller is given in Eq.11. 

 

𝐹𝑂𝑃𝐼𝐷 = 𝐾𝑝 + 𝐾𝑖. 𝑠−𝜆 + 𝐾𝑑. 𝑠𝜇                          (11) 

 

𝜆 and µ in Eq. 11 represent the fractional power of integral and differential control. 

 

2.6. IAE, ISE, ITAE and ITSE Error Performance 

Specific tests are carried out to examine the fault performance of the twin rotor multi-input multi-

output system. These tests are integral absolute error (IAE), integral squared error (ISE), integral time 

squared error (ITSE), and integral time absolute error (ITAE). Mathematical expressions of error 

performance measures are given in Eq.12-15 [26-28]. 

 

𝐼𝑆𝐸 = ∫ 𝑒2(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
∞

0
                     (12) 

 

𝐼𝑇𝑆𝐸 = ∫ 𝑒2(𝑡)𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞

0
                        (13) 

 

𝐼𝐴𝐸 =  ∫ |𝑒(𝑡)|𝑑𝑡
∞

0
                           (14) 

 

𝐼𝑇𝐴𝐸 = ∫ 𝑡|𝑒(𝑡)|𝑑𝑡
∞

0
                     (15) 
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3. RESULTS 

  

In this section, the effects of the coefficients obtained by using traditional control methods and 

BFPSO method on the controllers are discussed one by one. All experimental results are detailed. The 

rise time, settling time and overshoot times obtained from the graphs are calculated and presented in 

tables. Finally, the error performance analyzes between the results obtained with the traditional and 

BFPSO methods were evaluated. In this way, it can be easily seen how much performance is achieved 

with the traditional and BFPSO method.  

 

PID, FOPID and TID controllers coefficients obtained by butterfly-based particle swarm optimization 

are given in Table 1-3. 

 

Table 1. Coefficients of PID controller with BFPSO method. 

 

Table 2. Coefficients of FOPID controller with BFPSO method. 

BFPSO Kp Ki Kd λ µ 
FOPID𝝋 0.3291 0.2397 0.2470 0.98 1.0295 

FOPIDΨ 0.1942 0.1563 0.1530 1.0125 0.9755 

 
Table 3. Coefficients of TID controller with BFPSO method. 

BFPSO Kp Ki Kd α 
TID𝝋 0.1512 0.4898 0.2248 0.3179 

TIDΨ 0.1010 0.3838 0.1693 0.8936 

 
PID, FOPID and TID controller coefficients obtained by trial and error method are given in Table 4-6. 

These coefficients are kept within the boundary conditions in which the TRMS system can operate. 

 

Table 4. Coefficients of traditional PID controller. 

 

Table 5. Coefficients of traditional FOPID controller. 

Traditional Kp Ki Kd λ µ 
FOPID𝝋 0.25 0.10 0.05 1.2 1.90 

BFPSO Kp Ki Kd 

PID𝝋 0.2354 0.4329 0.3250 

PIDΨ 0.2175 0.6207 0.3681 

Traditional Kp Ki Kd 

PID𝝋 3 2.5 1.5 

PIDΨ 2.5 7.5 10 
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FOPIDΨ 0.20 0.10 0.05 1.2 1.8 

 

Table 6. Coefficients of traditional TID controller. 

Traditional Kp Ki Kd α 
TID𝝋 0.20 0.75 0.25 0.5 

TIDΨ 0.75 0.50 0.25 0.9 

 

The pitch and yaw angles in TRMS were experimentally obtained using the coefficients of BFPSO. 

Pitch responses of PID, FOPID and TID controllers with BFPSO method and traditional method show 

in Figure 6. 

 

 
       a) 

  

 
b) 

Figure 6. Pitch responses of PID, FOPID and TID controllers a) BFPSO method and b) traditional 

method. 
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As can be seen from the graphs obtained by using the coefficients obtained by the BFPSO method, it 

is seen that the pitch angles on all controllers have significantly improved in the amount of rise, 

settling and overshoot. 

The pitch and yaw angles in TRMS were experimentally obtained using the traditional coefficients. 

Yaw responses of PID, FOPID and TID controllers with BFPSO method and traditional method show 

in Figure 7. 

 

 
 a) 

 

 
b) 

Figure 7. Yaw responses of PID, FOPID and TID controllers a) BFPSO method and b) traditional 

method. 
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As can be seen from the graphs obtained by using the coefficients obtained by the BFPSO method, it 

is seen that the yaw angles on all controllers have significantly improved in the amount of rise, 

settling and overshoot. It has also been observed that it prevents serious overshoots in yaw angles. 

 

The error performance analyzes of pitch and yaw angles on the PID, FOPID and TID controllers of 

the coefficients obtained using the BFPSO and traditional method are given in Table 7-8. 

 
Table 7. Error analyzes performance of PID, FOPID and TID controllers with BFPSO method.  

BFPSO ISE ITAE IAE ITSE 

PID𝝋 1.42 44.59 4.013 15.75 

PIDΨ 1.003 31.22 3.192 10.39 

FOPID𝝋 2.842 113.8 8.376 113.8 

FOPIDΨ 3.218 192.1 10.85 175.9 

TID𝝋 1.337 27.48 4.062 11.77 

TIDΨ 1.3 45.4 4.338 28.99 

 

Table 8. Error analyzes performance of traditional PID, FOPID and TID controllers. 

Traditional ISE ITAE IAE ITSE 

PID𝝋 0.373 4.429 1.329 1.52 

PIDΨ 0.4107 14.78 1.796 0.4485 

FOPID𝝋 3.49 326.9 11.89 191.7 

FOPIDΨ 4.26 463.6 16.22 463.5 

TID𝝋 1.789 282.9 7.677 68.22 

TIDΨ 0.716 97.31 3.585 16.77 

 

The rise time, settling time, overshoot and maximum values of the controllers in the yaw and pitch 

angles with the BFPSO and traditional method are given in Table 9-12. 

 

Table 9. Rise time, settling time, overshoot and maximum values of yaw with BFPSO method. 

BFPSO Rise Time Settling Time Overshoot 
Maximum 

Value 

PID𝝋 8.4934 22.1729 0.1061 0.5093 

FOPID𝝋 20.8403 68.0384 0 0.5000 

TID𝝋 2.8283 37.1837 0.1289 0.6289 

 

Table 10. Rise time, settling time, overshoot and maximum values of pitch with BFPSO method. 

BFPSO Rise Time Settling Time Overshoot Maximum 
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Value 

PIDΨ 8.3709 95.676 0.0154 0.5154 

FOPIDΨ 43.4094 88.9760 0.0123 0.5123 

TIDΨ 11.5126 99.0780 0.0185 0.5185 

 

Table 11. Rise time, settling time, overshoot and maximum values of yaw angle with traditional 

method. 

Traditional Rise Time Settling Time Overshoot 
Maximum 

Value 

PID𝝋 1.034 9.474 0.2731 0.7731 

FOPID𝝋 17.3 28.83 0.0584 0.5584 

TID𝝋 1.66 93.43 0.4910 0.9910 

 

Table 12. Rise time, settling time, overshoot and maximum values of pitch angle with traditional 

method. 

Traditional Rise Time Settling Time Overshoot 
Maximum 

Value 

PIDΨ 1.321 16.87 0.2240 0.7240 

FOPIDΨ 27.92 99.04 0.0553 0.5553 

TIDΨ 1.71 99.77 0.0553 0.5553 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 

The computer on which applications are performed on TRMS has i3 2nd generation 8 GB ram and 

used the TRMS owned by the university and the estimated budget of the TRMS is 250.000 Turkish 

liras. When the times to reach the reference values are compared; In yaw angles, the rise time was 

improved with the TID controller 2.8283 seconds, the PID controller 8.4934 seconds, and the FOPID 

controller 20.84 seconds. While there is a difference of about 6 seconds between the PID controller 

and the TID controller, the TID controller provides an advantage in rising time and a disadvantage in 

settling time. The TID controller has a high overshoot, while the PID controller settles to the reference 

value about 15 seconds ago. For the pitch angle, the PID controller responded faster than the TID 

controller for about 8 seconds at rise time and 4 seconds at settling time. On the contrary, in terms of 

overshoot, the FOPID controller performed faster than the other controllers with almost zero 

overshoot in yaw angle and 0.0123 seconds overshoot in pitch angle despite the slow response. 

 

In the light of the obtained data, it has been observed that the PID controller gives better results than 

the FOPID and TID controllers for the pitch and yaw angle. In the graph obtained for the pitch angle, 

it was observed that the controllers could not provide sufficient resistance against the gravity and 

therefore experienced oscillations while reaching the reference value. It was seen that the most 

successful response against gravity was obtained with the PID controller. Among the control methods, 

FOPID was determined to be the controller that gave the slowest response in reaching the reference 
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value that is why error performance is high and the TID controller responds quickly at rise time, it 

makes a very slow movement at settling time.  Butterfly-based particle swarm optimization gives 

better results than classical particle swarm optimization in terms of sensivity and possibilities. High 

sensitivity prevents overshoot and deterioration in the control of TRMS. Because of that BFPSO was 

selected for the simulation of TRMS. 
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APPENDIX I 

 

Table 13. TRMS nonlinear model parameters [7]. 

Parameters Value 

𝐼1- Moment of inertia of pitch rotor 6,8 ∙ 10−2𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 

𝐼2- Yaw rotor moment of inertia 2 ∙ 10−2𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝑚2 

𝑎1- Static characteristic parameter 0,0135 

𝑏1- Static characteristic parameter 0,0924 

𝑎2- Static characteristic parameter 0,02 

𝑏2- Static characteristic parameter 0,09 

𝑀𝐺- Gyroscope momentum 0,32 𝑁𝑚 

𝐵1𝜓- Friction momentum function parameter 6 ∙ 10−3𝑁𝑚/𝑟𝑎𝑑 

𝐵2𝜓- Friction momentum function parameter 1 ∙ 10−3𝑁𝑚/𝑟𝑎𝑑 

𝐵1𝜑- Friction momentum function parameter 1 ∙ 10−1𝑁𝑚/𝑟𝑎𝑑 
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𝐵2𝜑- Friction momentum function parameter 1 ∙ 10−2𝑁𝑚/𝑟𝑎𝑑 

𝐾𝑔𝑦- Gyroscope momentum parameter 0,05 𝑟𝑎𝑑/𝑠 

𝑘1- 1. Engine gain 1,1 

𝑘2- 2. Engine gain 0,8 

𝑇11- 1. Engine denominator parameter 1,1 

𝑇10- 1. Engine denominator parameter 1 

𝑇21- 2. Engine denominator parameter 1 

𝑇20- 2. Engine denominator parameter 1 

𝑇𝑝- Cross-reaction momentum parameter 2 

𝑇0- Cross-reaction momentum parameter 3,5 

𝑘𝑐- Cross-reaction momentum gain −0,2 

 


